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Solution

A digital App that will help you to
raise a reserve fund everytime you
make a comercial trade. This
reserve fund will be manage by you
and all the others
“SparSparkassen members
network” together with the bank
and will be used in one or more
projects accordingly to the current
needs of the city and  the
community.

You can support several different
projects and areas during a long
period of time, and during all that
period you can increase the fund
whenever you make a purchase
inside the network AND YOU WILL
MONITORIZED AND TRACE IT .

If you are a client of the bank you
are automatically inside of the
network so every time you go to an
event (social, cultural,
entertainment, sportive…..and so
on) or you make a commercial

purchase or even when you’ll be
assisted on an health facility, you
will have a discount if that
establishment, organization or
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Please describe your idea in one sentence.

SPAReSHARE
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Who will benefit from your idea, hence whom is your idea directed towards?

Clients: with the possibility of an automatically discount and a contribution for the city in
several sectors of activity depending of the needs and choices of each member retailers or
institutions: enlarging their network of clients and increasing the sales, be part of the network
and so enlarge the publicity networks with the help of the bank. And have some interfering on
the progress of the city with proper reputation. Bank: a way to get more clients, visibility and a
social intervention
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Why is your idea “good for Berlin”?

Is a progress and help in different areas depending on the needs and the decisions of the clients
and bank network.
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How many people do you think will benefit from your idea?

all describe above
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In what way does the Berliner Sparkasse gain visibility through your idea?

promotion and publicity trough their clients and social /comunity interventions
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Which kind of people and how many of them will take notice of your campaign?

almost everyone from Berlin and social network of each client member
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How much do you estimate the annual budget for the implementation of your idea to
be?

soon
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 ID: 36090. Last updated: 20.04.2014  

Creative's profile

joanaf
DESIGNER

Creative's top 5 skills

User Experience, Packaging Design, Communication Concept, Service
Design, Web Design
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